WELCOME TO OUR LOCUMS:

- **Sheila Etue** will be in Diagnostic Imaging February 20 - 23.
- **Alicia Skelding** and **Nora Matthews** will be back in Anesthesia during February.
- **Benoit Cuq** will be in Small Animal Internal Medicine again in February.

1. **SEARCH COMMITTEES UPDATES - Ongoing Searches**
   - **Ophthalmology** Assistant/Associate Professor – in progress
   - **Small Animal Surgery** 3 yr CL Assistant Professor – in progress
   - **Diagnostic Imaging** Tenure Track Assistant or Associate Professor (New Position) – posted, open for applications
   - **Emergency & Critical Care** 1 yr CL Assistant Professor – posted, open for applications
   - **Nutrition** 1 yr CL Assistant Professor - open for applications
   - **Radiation Oncology** 3 yr CL Assistant Professor – posted, open for applications
   - **Medical Oncology** Tenure Track Assistant or Associate Professor – in process
   - **Cardiology** Tenure Track Assistant or Associate Professor – **Nominations for the Selection Committee forms** due **February 9, 2018**. Nominations are still needed.

2. **WORKSHOP FOR DEPT OF CLINICAL STUDIES: Reference Managing Software**
   - **March 8, 2018** from 12:00 – 1:00 in Rm 2106 ANCC Bldg 49, CS Lounge Details are attached. Pizza lunch will be included. RSVP to Ariah Easley at csgrad@uoguelph.ca by Feb 23, 2018.

3. **GRAND ROUNDS!** will be held on **February 14, 2018** from 8:30 – 9:30 am in Rm 1714 LLC. Residents, Interns, Graduate Students and Faculty in all departments are encouraged to attend.

   **Tainor Tisotti**
   ‘General Anesthesia in a Lion’
   Program & Case Advisor: Alexander Valverde
4. IQAP review of DVSc Program site visit will take place on April 10 & 11, 2018. In preparation for the meeting with the external reviewers, access to the self-study document for the DVSc program is being provided. [Link]

5. 2018 SUMMER STUDENT RESEARCH STUDENTSHIPS have been posted to the CS website under Available Positions for Undergraduate Students. The deadline for applications is February 14, 2018.

6. QUALIFYING EXAM ANNOUNCEMENT: Edouard Marchal

   The DVSc Qualifying Exam for

   Edouard Marchal

   Will be held:
   Monday March 5, 2018
   @ 9:00am
   in Clinical Studies
   Rm 2106 ANCC Bldg 49, CS Lounge

   Discipline: Neurology

7. TEACHING INSTRUCTOR EVALUATIONS USING CEVAL will be available to students during February, March and April. This process is used for all Graduate and Phase 1-3 courses. An email from CEVAL will be sent to students to remind them to complete the teaching instructor surveys during the last 2 weeks of the semester. Faculty are encouraged to remind students to complete the evaluations in the weeks leading up to each final exam.

UPCOMING DEADLINES, EVENTS & SEMINARS

8. Funding Opportunities, Scholarships & Awards [Link] Check the CS website often as the website is updated frequently.

9. Wellness@Work details are now linked through the Heath & Safety Forms & Links tab on the CS Website. Check the website for updates. Also, be sure to check out and share the following.
10. **CS EXAM RE-SIT DATES for W18** have been scheduled as follows:
   
   **February exams – March 7, 2018 @ 8:00 – 9:00 am**
   **March exams – March 23, 2018 @ 10:30 – 11:30 am**

   Make up times for exams scheduled after these dates will be scheduled as required.
   
   Contact Linda Wing with details for students that will be attending these re-sit exams.

11. Last June, the university became a member of **The Conversation Canada**, an innovative digital media outlet dedicated to bringing scholarly work to a national and international audience. Since joining, there have been a number of commentaries by U of G professors published on the news site and in many cases these commentaries have also been picked up and published by other national and even international media.

   ![The Conversation Logo](image)

   U of G communications has invited Scott White, the editor of The Conversation Canada, for an hour and a half workshop on **February 26, 2018** (either from 10:30 am to 12:00 pm or 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm) in Peter Clark Hall. At this workshop, he will run through the steps needed to use this useful resource to highlight research and share expertise beyond peer-reviewed publications.

   More information and the RSVP contact details can be found in the [invitation](http://bulletin.ovc.uoguelph.ca/post/170269466990/writing-for-the-conversation-canada-workshop-on) from the University Communications, or on the OVC website.

12. **2018 Guelph University Technology Showcase!** Is being hosted by CompuData.ca on **February 28, 2018** in Rm 442 UC. **Pre-registration is required**.


   **Dr. David Fraser**

   Faculty of Land and Food Systems, University of British Columbia

   **Wednesday, February 21, 12:30-1:30pm**
   **Room 1800, Pathobiology/AHL, OVC**

   [Download poster pdf](#)

14. **Cardiovascular Scientist Seminars** Dr Jeremy Simpson and Dr Sonja Fonfara will be presenting on **Tuesday, February 27, 2018** in Rm 1800 PAHL from 12:00 – 1:00 pm.

   [Poster](#)

15. **Library in Residence initiative** Ali Versluis is a Research and Scholarship Librarian here at UofG. In this role, she works with faculty and other researchers in Ontario Veterinary College to assist with advanced aspects of the research life cycle. Ali provides support in the following areas:

   - Understanding the publishing process (how it works, considerations, identifying appropriate and reputable journals)
• Exploring ways to make your work open access for free
• Measuring the impact of your research or the research of others using traditional and alternative metrics (including h-index, altmetrics, citation counts and other tools)
• Understanding and creating an online scholarly identity (using tools such as ORCID, Google Scholar, or ImpactStory)
• Understanding and negotiating your copyright and author rights (including the analysis of contracts), and other licensing options
• Compliance with Tri-Agency Open Access requirements
• Conducting systematic, scoping, and other research synthesis reviews

Ali will be available for drop-in consultations on these topics and other library queries throughout the Winter 2018 term on Thursdays in OVC Main Building Rm 2638C from 10:30-11:30 am. If this time doesn’t work, you are welcome to contact her at versluis@uoguelph.ca to make arrangements.

16. Leave for Change Program Embrace an adventure of a lifetime and volunteer your talents, skills, and experience! Applications are being accepted up to March 12, 2018. Leave for Change is a program of the World University Service of Canada (WUSC) and Centre for International Studies and Cooperation (CECI), two leading international development organizations. Volunteers undertake a short-term (3 – 4 week) assignment in a developing country. The University will support up to seven faculty and staff for these volunteer assignments in 2018. Leave for Change Event Announcement

17. Apple Study is currently recruiting participants for 2018! The Apple Study is conducted at the Human Nutraceutical Research Unit (HNRU) on campus and aims to assess the effects of eating Ontario-grown Gala apples for 6 weeks on risk factors for obesity-related chronic diseases.
Participants must be:
• 18 - 75 years old
• Overweight or obese (BMI ≥ 25.0 kg/m^2)
• In generally good health
• Able to tolerate acetaminophen-containing products (e.g. Tylenol)
The total time commitment is approximately 18 hours over 6 weeks, and up to $300 compensation will be provided!
If you are interested in or have any questions about participating in this study, please email apples@uoguelph.ca or call 56967.

18. 31st Annual Teaching & Learning Innovations (TLI) Conference The last day to submit a proposal is February 26, 2018. For proposal submission information and to learn more about this year’s conference, visit OpenEd.uoguelph.ca/TLI.

19. Call for Abstracts for the University of Guelph Swine Research Day 2018 The meeting will be held on Wednesday, May 16, 2018 at Creelman Hall, University of Guelph. Abstract submissions close April 4, 2018 Guidelines Any questions regarding the submission process should be directed to Karen Richardson at krichard@uoguelph.ca.